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Prof. Cuthbert Z. Kimambo  is the Deputy Vice

Chancellor for Research and Knowledge Exchange at

the University of Dar es Salaam. He is a professional

engineer. He holds a BSc of Engineering from the

University of Dar es salaam, MSc in Alternative Energy

from the University of Reading UK, and PHD in

Mechanical Engineering and Aeronautics from City

University London. He has held various administration

roles at UDSM including Acting Director of IPI, Associate

Director IPI, Director of TDTC - CoET, Head Department

for Mechanical and Industrial Engineering CoET, and

Principal College of Engineering and Technology CoET.

He has also played a leadership role in many research

projects in the energy and technology development

sector, some of which have involved outreach activities

with small and medium enterprises. 

PROF. CUTHBERT Z. KIMAMBO

 

Eliguard Dawson is the Country Director of DOT

Tanzania. He is very passionate about youth

leadership development and has a special

interest in exploring novel approaches to inspire

the new generation of youth to tackle some of

the most pressing development challenges in

Tanzania. He has a Masters Degree in Education

for Sustainability and a Bachelor's Degree in

Wildlife Management and Development

Studies. For the past few years he has become a

social innovation and technology evangelist. He

is a farmer, marathoner, bookworm and

amateur writer.  

ELIGUARD DAWSON
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Mrs BENG’I MAZANA ISSA is the Executive Secretary of

the National Economic Empowerment Council. She

was appointed by the President of the United Republic

of Tanzania on 4th December 2014. Previously, she

worked with the TANZANIA COMMISSION FOR AIDS

(TACAIDS) as the Director of Finance, Administration

and Resource Mobilization, the position that she

possessed for 12 years. While in charge of resource

mobilization at TACAIDS she was able to create AIDS

Trust Fund for Tanzania HIV and AIDS national

response. She also facilitated the initiation of a basket

fund for HIV and AIDS which finances LGAs response.

TACAIDS is the National Apex body in charge of

coordinating and leading HIV and AIDS national

response for Tanzania through resource mobilization,

strategy development, monitoring and evaluation and

advocacy. 

BENG’I MAZANA ISSA-
Guest Of Honor

 

Allen Kimbelwa has been working on organizing and

leading various youth development programs and

activities for more than five years. He is the founder

and director of Tanzania Young Leaders Empowering

Vijana, an organization that advocates providing

empowerment to local youth in Tanzania. Their main

goal is to ensure critical youth issues including

engagements in economic and social responsibilities

are addressed. To achieve this goal, Allen works with

and empowers disadvantaged youths including

street children, school drop-outs, unemployed youth,

and young people involved in drugs and alcohol, and

provides training in leadership, health, planning,

social entrepreneurship, and innovation so that they

understand their talents and potential in going

further.  

ALLEN KIMBELWA 
 Keynote Speaker
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TOPIC: Youth Engagement in Social Innovation and
Entrepreneurship for Impact 

Panel Discussion  

Khalila is the founder and CEO of Unleashed Africa Company Limited.

Unleashed Africa is a startup social enterprise in Tanzania that operates

through 5 social business brands working in arts, youth development,

event communications, health, Social business development, and

gender. Her interests lie in pioneering new ventures that tackle Africa's

booming youth unemployment challenge, innovation, AI, the arts and

in social enterprise. She is a global shaper and a Young Africa Leader.  

Khalila Mbowe  

Isaya uses mobile software to address the needs of African

communities. He is the Founder and Chief Executive Officer at Soma

Apps Technologies, which created SomaApp- a mobile app that is

revolutionizing how scholarships are offered in Africa.  Over 10,000

students are currently using SomaApp daily. Since the beta (test)

version was launched in February 2017, 550 scholarships totaling more

than $850,000 a year have been won by students in Nigeria, Uganda,

Tanzania and Rwanda.  

Isaya Yunge 

He is the Secretary General of the United Nations Association of

Tanzania. Before becoming the Secretary General he worked with the

association for 5 years, receiving extensive training in Sustainable

Development and global issues.He is a trained advocate, he holds a

Masters in International Business, a Bachelor's Degree of Laws (Hons)

from the University of Dar es salaam and a Post Graduate Diploma in

Legal Practice. As Secretary General he heads the secretariat, initiates

strategic direction , and is responsible for creating and maintaining

partnerships of the organization. 

Reynald Maeda 

Eng. Allen Kimambo is an Environmental Activist and Social

Entrepreneur and founder of Zaidi Enterprises Company. The Company

deals with collection of cardboard paper waste from streets, markets,

factories, warehouses, ports, municipal disposal sites and offices. The

papers are baled and later transported to Paper Mill for recycling. He is

a champion for the Global Goals,  Tony Elumelu Foundation 2017

Fellow & Africa Entrepreneurship Award 2017 recipient. Allen holds Bsc.

Chemical and Process Engineering. 

Eng. Allen Kimambo 
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He is a digital communication expert and an innovator. He likes to

work with youths initiatives in the areas of innovation, technology

entrepreneurship and youths capacity building programs. He is the

Events Coordinator of Sahara Sparks, the largest innovation and

technology entrepreneurship event in Africa. The event is an avenue

for discussion around technological trends and the use of technology

to impact the community and drive positive changes. The event also

provides a platform for African startups to pitch and showcase their

products to investors and potential partners. 

Emmanuel Senzighe  

Catherinerose is a Human Capital Consultant, her areas of focus include

talent identification, learning and development, women's economic

empowerment and youth employ-ability. She is also a Founder of the

Kinu Group Ltd, which was established to build capacity and foster co-

creation, innovation and entrepreneurship within the start-up and ICT

community in Tanzania. She is the Founding Curator of the World

Economic Forum Dar es Salaam Global Shapers Hub, Rotary

International District 9211, Vice Chair for New Generation and Rotaract

Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA), and a member of the African

Leadership Network (ALN).  

Cynthia is a Communication Specialist with experience in managing

external communication and high impact programs & research on tech

ecosystems, youth entrepreneurship, women empowerment and girls'

education. She is entrepreneurial and is passionate about using tech to

address issues in entrepreneurship and economic empowerment. She

runs the Startup Grind Dar es Salaam Chapter, powered by Google for

Entrepreneurs, a global startup community designed to connect, inspire

and educate tech entrepreneurs. She is a 2018 Tony Elumelu Fellow and

2017 Mandela Washington Young African Leaders Initiative (YALI) Fellow. 

Social Innovation Fellow @HDIF, SCRATCHed Educators meetup

organiser and Member of the Global Shapers Dar es Salaam hub. He is

passionate about learning environments for young children and youths,

parent-teacher partnerships in fostering innovation and computational

thinking using technology - SCRATCH and 4Ps (Peers, Passion, Projects

and Play) 

Cynthia Bavo 

Catherinerose Barretto 

Simon Mtabazi 
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There is an alarming number of gender-based violence and violence

against children in Tanzania. Siti witnessed some of it through the eyes

of the victims while working at Amana hospital as a field social worker

in 2016/2017. What she saw was broken victims who receive little

attention and in most cases no justice. Her social enterprise Center for

Zero Violence has one major goal and that is fight all kinds of

domestic violence and abuse by helping victims seek justice, medical

treatment and psychological help. Her center services will include

legal assistance at a minimum price so victims can get justice and

compensation. It will provide education to communities to prevent

future cases of violence/ abuse face to face and videos. And Make sure

victims’ receive psychological help so they can resume their lives

happily. Her Innovation stands to push Sustainable Development Goal

(SDG) No. 5 Gender Equality, No. 10 Reduce Inequality and No. 16

Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions.  Siti Ngwali  

CENTER FOR ZERO VIOLENCE 

Growing up in Mbeya, Adam comes from a family of farmers but he

has noticed that the farmers get limited to zero information on

some of the important things that affect them. Farmers do not

receive research results, updated farming techniques, marketing

reports etc. The situation keeps small scale farmers from growing

and sometimes brings them losses. The solution is Kilimo Taarifa

application. Adam and his team will search for all relevant

agricultural information and put them in one place form the

farmers to access with a click of a button. They will gather poorly

disseminated researches, market demand information and farming

techniques so the Tanzanian farmer stays ahead of the industry.

 The information will be available through USSD & SMS, Website

and mobile App. His innovation will help reach SDG      No. 1 No

Poverty, No. 2 Zero Hunger and 8 Decent Work and Economic

Growth. 

KlLIMO TAARIFA 

Adam Adrea 
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Tumsifu is passionate about teaching and after observing the Tanzania

education  system for years he has discovered that our teacher-

centered learning is keeping our students form excelling hence

creating a dependent work force. He understands that the challenge is

the teacher student ratio and an insufficiently funded education

system. Smart Learning Enterprise aims to change this by creating

motivating learning materials that will boost learning experience of

our 21st century students. These materials includes well presented

videos that capture mathematics and science lessons using visual aids

to demonstrate ideas, keeping students interested. There are also

future plans of having a mobile laboratory. Smart Learning Enterprise

is one way of reaching Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) No. 4

Quality Education  

Tumsifu Swai  

SMART LEARNING ENTERPRISE  

Liberius is a computer scientist and the chairperson of TWEPSN.

After graduating his BSc. in Computer Science he quickly found out

that many employers are not ready to give people with special

needs a job even when they are qualified. TWEPSN is meant to

change that by creating a database of people with special needs

documenting their residence, skills and conditions. It will also

advocate for the implementation of the 2010 Disability Act and

providing entrepreneurial/ career skills to this marginalized group.

Already TWEPSN has a following of over 3,000 individuals on social

media, half of which are people with special needs. This Innovation

supports the efforts to reach SDG no. 1. No Poverty, No. 8 Decent

Work and Economic Growth and no. 10 Reduced Inequality. 

TANZANIA WORKABILITY FOR EDUCATED PERSONS WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS (TWEPSN)   

Liberius Kalaba 
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Many of the physical berries stopping girls from getting education are

being removed from school fees to early child marriages more and

more girls now get equal chances to education in Tanzania. But they

still do not excel, some end up pregnant and some just quit school.  It

seems that the girls mindset has not yet shifted to match the

opportunities they have, Nathalia wants to change that. Boresha Elimu

is a program meant to keep girls in schools by giving girls life skills,

career guidance and sexual, reproductive health education. The aim is

to keep girls in school by giving them the tools to be the best they can

be at an individual level. Boresha Elimu will deliver this program face-

to-face, using an App and Website. This innovation supports SDG

number No. 4 Quality Education and No. 5 Gender Equality 

Nathalia Nkya 

BORESHA ELIMU  

Tanzania's are great fans of black tea, but according to the World

Health Organization (WHO) black tea has high caffeine content may

cause health problems to users. Introducing SUKU TEA, this is healthy

tea blend  made of Lemongrass and Ginger and farmed by widows,

single mothers and girls from Kisaki, Morogoro. This innovation is

meant to combat the health problems such as diabetes and high

blood pressure with its nutritious blend. The production of Suku Tea 

will economically empower the marginalized women and support the

national goal of an Industrialized Tanzania come 2025. SUKU SOCIAL

ENTERPRISE is support The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) No.

3 Good Health and Well Being and No. 5 Gender Equality.  

SUKU ENTERPRISE 

Kuchengo Suleiman 
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Plastic takes about 450 years to decompose and with over half of the

world's population being female we need new innovations as

alternatives to plastic disposable menstrual pads. Lily Pads are

Biodegradable disposable sanitary pads made out of Water Hyacinth

and papyrus plant. These law cost pads are not only eco-friendly, and

affordable to low income girls/women their production will put to

good use the invasive Water Hyacinth that is currently plaguing Lake

Victoria and killing marine life. Betty Comes from the Lake Zone and

understands the problems this plant causes to the environment and

the communities. This social enterprise is set to take the world closer

to SDG No. 3 Good Health and Well Being, 4 Quality Education, No. 5

Gender Equality, No. 9 Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure, No. 13

Climate Action and No. 14 Life Below Water Betty Sonda 

LILY PADS SOCIAL ENTERPRISE  

Paper waste make 29% of all waste in Tanzania and

without proper  management it leads to deforestation

(for more paper) and carbon emission as burning is the

main disposal system of this type of waste. Faraji and

Juma want to recycle paper waste in Tanzania and

create low price exercise books and carbon free paper

charcoal. FACT: Recycling of one ton of paper saves 17

trees. Marbles Recyclers Social Enterprise is a great effort

towards reaching Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)

No. 7 Affordable and Clean Energy, No. 9 Industry,

Innovation and Infrastructure No. 12 Responsible

Consumption and Production No. 13 Climate Change and

No. 15 Life on Land.  

MABO RECYCLERS SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 

Faraji Bofu & Juma Matata’s  
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There is a serious gap in affordable physiotherapy centers in Tanzania,

and with a high demand for old people and diabetes patients we

need such centers to meet the demand at an affordable price. Angela

has come up with an innovative idea to create a center where people

who are recovering from accidents, C sessions or are just old can go

and receive physical and mental care they need with minimum costs.

Her center Hald’s Physiotherapy Medical Center will provide  the

physical and psychological attention that many patients need by don’t

get from the normal rehabilitation centers often found in the

hospitals. This thoughtful social innovation is will take Tanzania closer

to reaching SDG no. 3 Good Health and well being   

Angela Msuya 

HALD’S PHYSIOTHERAPY HEALTH CENTRE 

Saving for one’s goals is a challenge for many, but it is even harder for

low income people because the little money they have can not be

taken to the bank on a daily basis and if they wait they end up using it

on unimportant things. The banking system is for managing savings

yes! But what if you want to save for 5 different goals? Opening 5

different Bank accounts seems a bit too much. Mobile Kibubu is an

application that will allow the users to set goals and save for them

separately for a period of time and that money will be locked until its

due date allowing the users to abstain from the temptation of using it

elsewhere. The goals could be anything from school fees to business

capital the user can add in money every day, week or month to get

closer to the goal.  This innovation will help people achieve their goals

and improve their lives supporting the Sustainable development goal(

SDGs) No. 1 No Poverty and No. 8 Decent Work and Economic Growth.  

MOBILE KIBUBU  

Alex Chambika 
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THE WINNER!

The winner of the Dare to Change Tanzania Social
Innovators Conference 2018 receives USD 3,000

as seed money from DOT Tanzania and will be
traveling to Nairobi, Kenya in October 2018 to

meet other young Social Innovators from 13
different countries (North America, Europe, Middle

East and Africa). The event they are attending is
called UnConference prepared by DOT every year
for innovate youth to meet, network, showcase

ideas and meet potential impact investors.  
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR
PARTICIPATION

Special Thanks to our Hosts



C O N N E C T  W I T H  U S :

tanzania.dotrust.org 
 
tanzania@dotrust.org  
 
+255 755 093 948 
 
facebook.com/DOTTanzania 
 
@DOTTanzania 
 
@DOTTanzania 
 
DOT Tanzania 


